Date: 8/19/2018

Royal Holdings (8179, JP)
Exchange: Tokyo Stock Exchange 1
Sector: Restaurant & Hotel
Market Cap: JPY112.7 billion
P/B: 2.1x (12/17 act)

Recommendation: Outperform
Share Price: JPY2,803 (8/17/2018)
Target Price: JPY3,398
P/E: 33.7x (12/18 CE)
Div. Yield: 1.1% (12/18 CE)

Highlight – Recovery of Royal Host and high
occupancy of Hotel will pull full-year earnings
higher than projection
METRICAL maintains ‘Outperform,’ raising target price to JPY3,398
from JPY3,192 of the previous report on May 13th, 2018. Due to
better-than-expected result for 2Q, the positive outlook pushed the TP
higher for the full year and for the mid-term.
Royal Host continues improving profitability. Its strategy would
benefit to positive existing store sale, as the family restaurant focuses
on lunch and dinner customers and delivers hospitality service. Tenya,
aims expansion to new outlets in shopping mall and reinforcing FC in
Japan and overseas market for the next 3 years, while the tempura
fast food chain has suffered anemic store sale since the price increase
in January. Contract Food Service business shows recovery in
profitability for 2Q. Contract In-office improves stable YoY sale for
existing outlets, shifting to health-care and nursery facility. The
increase of foreign visitors raises contract business in airport and inflight meal and hotel business. In addition to the rising occupancy rate,
the hotel expands at solid pace of 2 new hotels a year. Hotel business
accounts for 19% of sale but 42% of profit as of FY12/2017 (see pie
charts on left). Opening new hotels is scheduled 2 hotels for
FY12/2018 and 2 for FY12/2019, and 1 new hotel will be added has
for FY12/2020. Alongside the contribution of Hotel to the company
gets larger, the profit margin will go higher. Meantime, continuous
playing role as a profit growth driver for the mid-term. The
improvement in profitability in other segments is likely to add on the
profit, while the company projects investment for cost reduction on
the upcoming risks such as the increase in labor cost, construction
cost and food material cost, economic cycle and tax hike etc.
DCF valuation assumes on the current hotel opening schedule: 2 new
hotels for FY12/2018 and 2 for FY12/2019 and 1 for FY12/2020 and
none for FY12/2021. In case of additional opening for FY12/2020 and
FY12/2021, DCF valuation would show upside potential further. In
addition, on the comparative valuation with peer hotel operator, its
EV/EBITDA of 9.0x would looks lower valuation than Kyoritsu
Maintenance (9616, JP) of 16.7x.
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Business Description

Royal Host

Tenya

Shakey’s

Contract: Highway Service

In 1951 as Japan Airlines began their domestic service, the company
launched our in-flight catering and tea services at Fukuoka Airport,
and opened Royal Bakery and Royal Nakatsu Restaurant in Fukuoka.
Adopted central-kitchen in1962 Royal Host family restaurant chain
across nation-wide from 1971. Hotel business was consolidated in
2004. After moved to holding company in 2005, the company
accelerated business acquisition in contract business and restaurant
business.
The holding company is comprised of 5 business segment, Restaurant,
Contract Food Service, In-Flight Meal, Hotel and Food Manufacturing
& Other. As shown the pie charts on left, Sales by Business Segment
and Recurring Profit by Business Segment as of FY12/2018, The
largest and 2nd largest segment in sales are Restaurant and Contract
food Service, whereas Hotel generates much larger recurring profit
than Restaurant and Contract Food Service.
Restaurant
Restaurant segment consists 3 major restaurants of Royal Host, Tenya
and Specialty. 215 family restaurants operating Royal Host has
suffered sagging consumer spending for 3 years and decreased sale
due to soft existing store sale and closure of unprofitable outlets.
However, the existing store sale for this year is likely to turn positive
for the first time after negative YoY growth for 3 straight years. The
sale grew 3.8% YoY for 2Q FY12/2018, although the restaurant closed
New Year’s Day. The restaurant projects to open at most 2 outlets a
year selectively and continue improving customer satisfaction led by
the renovation of outlets and enhancement of hospitality to
customers.
Tenpura fast food chain, Tenya runs 153 direct run outlets. Supported
by budget-minded customers, the fast food chain grew fast after
consolidation into the company. The existing store sale maintained
negative number of -1.3% YoY after the price increase in January
2018. Standard tendon (tempura on rice) has been raised to JPY540
from JPY500. The tempura fast food plans to expand FC in Japan and
direct run outlets in overseas.
Specialty totals 73 restaurants operating Sizzler (steak), Shakey’s
(pizza) and other brand restaurants.
Contract Food Service
Contract Food service provides food, operating restaurants at airport
& highway, restaurants in department stores and cafeteria in offices,
hospital, nursing home, factory and school. The sale of airport gained
buoyed by the increase of the number of foreign visitors, while the
existing store sale grew positive, but the number of outlets grew at
limited pace. Meantime, the sale of in-office grew slower as the outlets
decreased from 185 in December 2015 to 164 in 2Q FY12/2018, as
department stores closed their stores due to anemic retail sales.
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In-Flight Meal
The original business provides in-flight meals from 3 bases of Kansai,
Fukuoka and Okinawa. Kansai airport grows positive led by the
increase of foreign passengers, while the number of domestic
passengers increases at modest rate.

In-Flight Meal

Hotel
Currently 39 direct run and 1 FC hotels are operated as ‘Richmond
Hotel’ brand. The top brand budge hotel receives high reputation by
business persons. Its occupancy rate is rising to 90.9% for FY12/2017.
Due to the increase in the number of foreign tourists, the sale and
occupancy rate is likely to continue rising. The operator increased 2
hotels a year and projects to open 2 hotels in 2019 and 1 hotel in
2020
Food Manufacturing
Food Manufacturing provides food staff to Royal group as a back
kitchen from 2 locations of Fukuoka and Tokyo.

Richmond Hotel

Food Manufacturing

Industry Overview and Competitive Positioning
Industry Overview
Food service industry in Japan grows at modest rate due to slower
growth of population. According to Japan Food Service Association,
the market for 2016 inched up 0.1% YoY to JPY25,416 billion. For
contract Food Service business, school lunch inched up 0.2% YoY,
Office was flat, and hospital fell 0.2% YoY. Lunch supply market in
these institutions rose 0.4% YoY to JPY3,389 billion for 2016. For
Restaurant business, family restaurant rose 1.5% YoY and fast-food
gained 4.6%. YoY for 2017.
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Restaurant
Buyers (Middle risk): Eating out industry has suffered soggy
consumer spending under slower real wage growth in Japan. Budget
mind of customers has not fully improved yet. Royal Host had weak
store sale for a few years, but finally turned its store sale to positive,
trying to strengthen its hospitality and pull up customer satisfaction
in differentiation strategy. Tenya serves tempura for value price from
JPY540, while Sizzler focuses slightly higher range and serves steak
for reasonable price. The company diversifies customers in middle
range and low price.
Suppliers (Low-Middle risk): Due to bad weather, vegetable price rose
for 1Q FY12/2018. However, central-kitchen and bargaining power of
group procurement soft the impact of price increase of material cost.
However, Tenya, tempura fast food cooks fresh food at the store and
the impact would be larger than Royal Host.
Competition (High risk): Due to sluggish retail sales and slower
growth in population, the sale of eating-out is less likely to continue
solid growth. The competition will continue high.
New Entry (High risk): Due to cost advantage of large operators, the
company would maintain better position. However, barrier of new
entrants is low for the industry, although the company seeks new
opportunity in Specialty restaurant.
Substitution (Low risk): Food is one of necessities in our lives.
Substitution risk is low. As aging population is increasing, and more
women participate in labor market, eating out need is more
demanding.
Contract Food Service
Buyers (Low-Middle risk): Expansion of operation at airport and
highway service is limited but the increase of foreign visitors is a
tailwind for airport. Due to anemic retail sale, the contract has
decreased in department stores, whereas nursery home and hospital
is increasing. However, the revenue is likely to grow at modest rate
due to lower profitability of clients.
Suppliers (Low-Middle risk): Due to bad weather, vegetable price rose
for 1Q FY12/2018. However, central-kitchen and bargaining power of
group procurement might soft the impact of price increase of material
cost.
Competition (Low risk): Due to advantageous location, operator at
airport and highway, and in-office both is lower competition risk.
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New Entry (Low risk): Due to the space of location, new entrant risk is
limited. In many cases, replacement to other operator would be more
likely.
Substitution (Low risk): Food is one of necessities in our lives.
Substitution risk is low. As aging population is increasing, and more
women participate in labor market, eating out need is more
demanding. Facility operator is more likely to use outsourcing to
contract food service operators rather than operate for itself.
In-Flight Meal
Buyers (Low-Middle risk): For domestic airlines the demand is
limited to grow, while for international airlines the number of flights
and passengers are increasing. On the other hand, the price per meal
is less likely to grow positively due to intense competition of airlines
as airfare is less likely to grow. The sales of the business segment
have remained in a range.
Suppliers (Low-Middle risk): Due to bad weather, vegetable price rose
for 1Q FY12/2018. However, central-kitchen and bargaining power of
group procurement might soft the impact of price increase of material
cost.
Competition (Middle risk): Due to limited number of suppliers who
needs skills of the food service, competition would be middle.
New Entry (Low risk): Due to special skill of food service, new entry
risk is low. The company maintain strong position as a supplier with
longest experience in this country.
Substitution (Low risk): In-flight meal will be no longer needed if
aircraft flew much fast. It would be possible for technology, but airline
companies are less likely to buy and operate such ultra-speed aircraft
so soon.
Hotel
Buyers (Low-Middle risk): Due to tight hotel market in Japan led by
the increase in foreign visitors prior to Tokyo Olympic Games in 2020,
The risk is low-to- middle. There are a number of rivals at terminal
station or center of cities, but ‘Richmond Hotel’ offers quality of
service and receive high reputation from guest.
Suppliers (Middle-High risk): Due to tight hotel market and labor
shortage of construction industry, the leasing price is increasing. The
company has added 2 new hotels a year and keeps profit margin
supported by the increase in occupancy rate.
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Competition (Middle risk): Due to tight market, the competition is
middle, although budget hotel is volume zone market. High reputation
by users of ‘Richmond Hotel’ is advantage.
New Entry (Middle-High risk): The number of new entrants is
increasing on the positive outlook of the industry. However, the
raising construction cost and leasing price as well as labor shortage
will ease the new entry.
Substitution (Low-Middle risk): Airbnb and renting private homes
and rooms are alternative choice and would be a threat. However,
offering budget hotel with quality of service for reasonable cost would
be the strength for the company. Substitution risk is low-middle.
Food Manufacturing
Buyers (Low risk): Buyers are the Royal’s group companies. The risk
is low.
Suppliers (Low-Middle risk): Due to bad weather, vegetable price rose
for 1Q FY12/2018. However, central-kitchen and bargaining power of
group procurement might soft the impact of price increase of material
cost.
Competition (Low risk): Only the suppliers is the segment of the
company. who supplies food staff to the group companies. The risk is
low.
New Entry (Low risk): Only the suppliers is the segment of the
company. who supplies food staff to the group companies. The risk is
low.
Substitution (Low risk): Only the suppliers is the segment of the
company. who supplies food staff to the group companies. The risk is
low. The company seeks innovation or improvement of food
manufacturing and process for restaurant and contract food service
operation.

Business Outlook
Restaurant
Royal Host Existing Royal Host store sale YoY in 2Q kept positive
number of 3.8% after turning positive to 1.0% YoY 4Q FY12/2017.
New store will strictly selectively open 2 stores a year and Royal Host
is likely to continue enhancing existing store sale rather than
expanding new stores. The company plans to renovate 90 stores and
42 kitchens for the next 3 years and try to deliver value of the
restaurant to raise customers satisfaction and raise sale of lunch and
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dinner time. RP margin is improving from 4.8% for FY12/32016 to
5.3% for FY12/2017 and 6.4% for FY12/2018.
Tenya Existing store sale has softened for 2 years and the price
increase has not offset the loss in the number of customers yet. 2Q
existing store sale remained slow at -1.3% YoY. It would take a little
more time until full recovery. JPY540 tenpura food would deliver
value to customers, but other fast food chains promote relatively
lower-price menu. Tenya tries to deliver value to customers, offering
seasonal menu. For the next 3 years the company projects to
accelerate expanding outlet, direct run stores in shopping mall and FC
stores in Japan and increasing to more than 50 stores from 18 FC
stores in overseas. Increase in FC would improve RP (Recurring
Profit) margin from 2.8% for FY12/2017, the opening cost in
shopping mall is lower than that of road side and in-city outlet.
Contract Food Service
Sale of airport and highway is expected to continue solid growth and
5% level RP margin, but the new store would be limited to grow. For
in-office service, hospital and nursery home are expected to continue
growing. However, the RP margin should raise from 2.6% for
FY12/2017, but price increase is not easy for the above clients and
cost reduction would be a key. The sale of airport gained buoyed by
the increasing number of foreign visitors, while the existing store sale
grew positive, but the potential new opening is limited. Meantime, the
sale of in-office grew slower. Due to shut-down of department stores
led by poor domestic retail sales, the outlets in those facilities have
decreased. On the other hand, the demand of senior-care nursing
home is increasing. The company is constructing a standard
business/operation format that tries to standardize menu, equipment,
operation by using central kitchen from existing each outlet base.
In-Flight Meal
Sales has remained at JPY8 billion, as passengers of domestic flights
remine flat. Kansai base has benefit from the increase in passengers
led by the increase of foreign tourists. The increasing number of
foreign passenger benefits to the earnings of affiliates, JAL Royal
Catering Co., Ltd that provides in-flight meals to JAL and foreign
airlines. The equity in earnings of the affiliate company pull the profit
higher to RP margin of 11.3%.
Hotel
Including a newly opened Richmond Hotel Yokohama Ekimae, the
company operates 39 direct run and 1 FC hotels. Richmond Hotel
Himeji Ekimae is scheduled to open for 2Q FY12/2018. Occupancy
rate is rising to 90.9% and is expected to continue rising. The
company has announced new hotels of Richmond Hotel Fukuoka
Tenjin-Nishidori and Richmond Hotel Premier Kyoto Ekimae for
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FY12/2019 and 1 new hotel for FY12/2020. Renovation is planned 2
hotels for FY12/2018, 3 hotels for FY12/2019 and 5 hotels for
FY12/2020. Due to positive outlook on occupancy rate, RP margin is
expected to rise and absorb the opening cost of 2 new hotels a year.
The company tries to increase the number of guests a room and
renovate the guest room to 3 from 2 guests. This would result in
increasing the sale per room in high occupancy rate.
2Q FY12/2018 Result
Actual result for 2Q beat its company projection that was posted in
February. Sale inched up 1.8% YoY to JPY66,299 million and OP and
RP decreased 6.3% YoY and 8.3% YoY to JPY2,056 million and
PY2,117 million respectively due to the increase in IT investment and
opening cost of hotels and restaurants, whereas Sale, OP and RP of its
guidance for 2Q were JPY65,900 million, JPY1,800 million and
JPY1,800 million respectively.
Full Year FY12/2018 Outlook by Company
Royal Holdings kept its guidance for full year FY12/2018 on hold at
this moment. Sale is expected to increase 1.1% YoY to JPY137,500
million, OP up 4.2% YoY to JPY6,200 million and NP down 9.4.6% YoY
to JPY3,200 respectively. NP for FY12/2017 included extraordinary
profit of disposable gain of fixed assets. Dividend will increase by
JPY4 a share to JPY30 a share annually.
Full Year FY12/2018 by METRICAL
Due to better-than-company guidance for 2Q actual earnings,
METRICAL revised upward the full year earnings. Sale is expected to
rise to JPY138,003 million, slightly higher than company projection,
and OP will increase 11,6% YoY to JPY6,644 million and RP to rise
10.8% YoY to JPY6,704 million and NP to increase 0.8% YoY to
JPY3,562 million respectively (see tables financial statements in
Appendix).
Mid-Term Management Plan and METRICAL for FY12/2020
Royal Holdings posted its MTP for FY12/2020 aims at raising sale to
JPY150,000 million and RP to JPY7,500 million. METRICAL expects
sale to rise JPY148,570 and RP to gain JPY7,288 million for the year.
The main reason of missing the target is Hotel business, as company
projection of the segment targets JPY32,900 million in sale and
JPY5,200 million in RP, whereas METRICAL expectation is JPY30,915
million in sale and JPY5,022 million in RP. The difference would be
the number of new hotels for FY12/2020. METRICAL expectation is
based on 1 new hotel based on the current schedule of 1 new hotel
but MTP is very likely to include adding another new hotel (total 2
new hotels open for the year) and Richmond Hotel has opened 2 new
hotels in each year. METRICAL expectation is based on 1 new hotel for
12/2020 and no new hotel open for FY12/2021.
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IT investment
The company increases its IT investment for the next 3 years and
aims to promote efficient operations in business segments and
optimize operations in headquarters. Efficient operations expect to
promote store IT system such as POS, tablet and IT solutions,
refurbish each business segment such as Hotel, Food factory and InFlight Meal, use it in human resource management and reform cloud
and API. Optimization of headquarters projects to set-up centralized
concierge setup/customer service function and free-address office
layout for synergy of inter-business segment.

Valuation
DCF valuation shows 10% undervalued on the closing price
(JPY2,803) on August 17th, 2018. DCF considers FCF of the period
from FY12/2018 (E) to FY12/2021 (E). The projected FCF by
METRICAL assumes that 1 new hotel for FY12/2020 (E) and no new
hotel for FY12/2021 (E) is open. In case that new hotels are added for
the years, DCF valuation would move higher.
Peer comparison on EV/EBITDA does not show higher valuation on
the company. One of the reasons would be conglomerate discount.
EV/EBITDA has been increased from 7.3x for FY12/2013 and
FY12/2014 to 8.5x for FY12/2017, as its hotel business expanded to
core business and occupancy rate goes higher. Hotel business is
expected to lead its earnings from now, too and the EV/EBITDA
would increase further.
DCF Valuation
DCF valuation uses expected free cash flows from FY12/2018 (E) to
FY12/2021 (E), as shown in Appendix. The DCF value was estimated
based on the PV of expected FCFs for the next 4 years and the
terminal value divided WACC of 4.0% (see tables on left). On this
assumption, the valuation of DCF is estimated to be JPY3,398 a share
(see projected FCF table in Appendix).
EV/EBITDA
Royal Holdings does not only operate hotel business but also does
other business but 50% of its EBITDA comes from hotel business
segment. Therefore, EV/EBITDA should compare with hotel operators.
Some hotel operators such as Kyoritsu Maintenance (9616, JP) does
other business, too. EV/EBITDA of hotel operators is shown the table
below. 8.8x for the company looks relatively cheap among peers.

As on the historical EV/EBITDA of the company, the multiple rose to
8.5x for FY12/2017 from 7.3x for FY12/2013 and FY12/2014 and is
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expected to rise slightly to 8.8x for FY12/2018 (E) and to lower to
7.7x for FY12/2020 (E) and 7.0x for FY12/2021 (E).

Sum-of-the Parts NAV
Sum-of-the-Parts (SOTP) NAV is business value of each business
segment that is normalized EBIT, EBITDA and FCF from FY12/2014
to FY12/2018 (E) by multiples, added to net cash and long-term
investment securities and land (75% of the book). SOTP value for
FY12/2018 (E) is apprised to be JPY2,475 (13% premium of closing
price of August 17th, 2018). SOTP NAV for FY12/2021 (E) is estimated
to be JPY3,141 (11% discount of closing price of August 17th 2018, as
shown table below).

Financial Analysis
Yearly CapEx is slightly higher than depreciation but FCF continues
generating steadily. Although dividend payout to net profit is
scheduled to raise to 40%, projected CapEx could be covered by
Operating Cash Flow. Interest bearing debts decreased to JPY5.4
billion for FY12/2017 from JPY9.5 billion for FY12/2013. Now what
the company is needed is to improve the profitability from 4.4% in RP
margin for FY12/2017. RP margin is very likely to go higher, as the
percentage of earnings of Hotel rises year by year, but Restaurant and
Contract Food Service should improve profitability further. The
company invest in food factory and IT system of store operation for
improving productivity. Key financial ratios are shown in Appendix.
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Investment Risks
Restaurant industry competition (Very Likely, Middle Risk)
Competition within Restaurant industry would be very likely risk of
all investment risk. Royal Host is recovering its store sale and
profitability for a year. The family restaurant competes with not only
Skylark (3197, JP) but also other many category of restaurants.
Therefore, Royal Holdings seeks opportunity in other category or
brand in its Specialty. Large operators have advantageous of
procurement and cost of material backed by bargaining power and
centralized kitchen. Also, Royal Host is trying to deliver value to
customers and raise customer satisfaction as ‘Hospitality Restaurant.’
Currently, Tenya suffers weaker store sale after price increase in
January 2018. Customers maintain budget mind and would often
choose lower priced fast food chain. Tenya should deliver its value to
customers in food and service. The risk is very likely and middle.
Consumption tax hike (Likely, Low-Middle Risk)
The previous consumption tax was raised in April 2014 from 5% to
8%. The next hike is scheduled in October 2019. The impact by the tax
hike will be affected to all retail industry negatively, but the impact is
estimated to be smaller than the previous time, as the tax rate will be
up to 10% from 8%. Costumers are used to the tax hike, as it will be
raised in 3 years after the previous time, whereas they concerned
about it as it took 17 years after the tax was raised to 5% from 3%.
However, this will affect consumer spending negatively just after the
hike, although it is possible the hike will be putting off. The risk is
likely and low-middle.
Material Cost (Likely, Low-Middle Risk)
Food material cost is one of the risks of restaurant and food service
operators. However, Royal Holdings uses centralized kitchen and can
try to soften the impact of food cost increase. The risk is likely and
low-Middle risk.
Labor Cost (Very Likely, Middle Risk)
Labor shortage is a material issue for all business in Japan. The
increase in labor cost directly affect the cost and profitability. Royal
Host closes 3 days a year and this aims at improving employee’s
satisfaction. This would result in leading to better service to
customers and better recruiting new employees. The company
projects to use IT and robotics in store operation and factory for the
solution, too. The risk is very likely and middle risk.
Construction Cost (Very Likely, Middle Risk)
Labor shortage of particularly construction industry is very serious
and increases construction cost. This would result in increase in the
increase in leasing price of a building for hotel operator. This is a
direct impact to the profitability. Due to higher leasing cost than
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projected if Richmond Hotel lose the opportunity in a location, the
Hotel business will grow at slower pace. The company has already
posted its new hotel plan of 2 hotels in 2019 and 1 hotel in 2020. This
would affect the plan for additional hotel in 2020 and after. The risk is
very likely and middle risk.
Global economy downturn (Likely, Middle -High Risk)
Global economy continues growing for over 8 years and Economy in
Japan grows at mild rate backed by solid global economy but is likely
to be affected by domestic factor such as consumption tax hike and
Tokyo Olympic Game 2020. After tax hike in October 2019 and
Olympic Game in August 2020, the economy would hit the peak of the
business cycle. The business of the company such as the number of
customers, the number of inflight-meals and occupancy rate of hotels
are likely to come under pressure on the soft economy. The risk is
likely and middle-high, but it is not certain when the risk arises.

Aki Matsumoto, CFA
akimatsumoto@metrical.co.jp
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Appendix
Income Statement Analysis
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Income Statement Analysis: By Segment
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Balance Sheet Analysis
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Cash Flow Statement Analysis

Key Financial Ratios
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DCF Analysis
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SOTP NAV
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This report is for information purpose only and is based on current public information that we consider
reliable, but we do not represent it is accurate or complete, and it should not be relied
on as such. Although we seek to update our research as appropriate, the contents may be different from the
most recent fact as the report is published at irregular intervals as appropriate. This research is not an offer to
sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation
would be illegal. It does not constitute a personal recommendation or take into account the particular
investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of individual clients. The price and value of investments
referred to in this research and the income from them may fluctuate. Past performance is not a guide to future
performance, future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur. The author of this
report is not in relation of serious conflict of interest with the reported company.
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